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Y. K. Girls Use Enough Energy To Make 26,000 Trips to Library Or Raise Comp Grade From F to C

The numbers of the Y. K. Girls have increased considerably this January. This is due to the fact that the girls have an incentive to perform better in the library, as they are being watched by their faculty and friends alike. The girls have been trying their best to meet the expectations of the faculty and friends, and they are doing so with great enthusiasm.

75 NEOPHYES ARE INITIATED BY NEW CLUB

Initiates Pass Hard Tests Inflicted by Dictator and His Lieutenants

More than 75 members were initiated into the Canoe and Compass Club on Wednesday. Only 20 were initiated by Clarence McKain, secretary of the club. The others had to prove themselves worthy by passing the strict tests inflicted by the faculty and his lieutenants.

JUNIOR CLASS GIVES SNAppy JAZZ STUNTS

Witty Dialogue, Jazz Dance, String Quartet, and Goofy Song Features of Program

That the junior class is alive was demonstrated at the assembly program held by Thursday afternoon. The program was a hit and was enjoyed by all who attended.

NEW PEP SONGS ARE ADVANCED BY YELL KING

Two new pep songs have been chosen for use at basketball games. The club's song, "New Pep," has been written by Ann Hannah and Alice Noyes. The song will be sung during the game and will be used by the club to boost the morale of the team.

SPOKANE TEAM IS VICTOR BY SCORE OF 22-17

Score Tied at 9 All, Then Bango Leads as Foyle Heads Ahead and Leads 14-11 at End of Half

SAVAGES RALLY, FALLS SHORT

Skidan is High Point Scorer for Winners and Burpee Uplifts Nine Points for Savages

Playing before one of the largest crowds in normal history this January, the B. A. C. basketball team of the B. A. C. averaged 22 to 17, on Saturday, January 2.

SOCIAL CALENDAR

January 17 - First Friday
January 31 - All-scholarship
February 14 - Second Friday
February 28 - Third Friday
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IT IS idle for those who are distressed by some mands of training for citizenship. This implies or authority. The will of the people will be explicit. It means adequate knowledge of other reasons why we should entertain the delusion that problems and aspirations. And at this time it is taken. Considering this and the other facts medical training, and I do not think that we have better souvenir could you wish than a book of al eneavour.

You get an annual from some other school. You may not be able to earn a living. This is the foundation but the structure. We must have life and life is abundant. From the standpoint of the individual the exclusively materialistic view is indefensible, for it is better to have life and life should be a more ample resources of a wider culture. What is the purpose of education? What is the need and civic needs, is that the door of hope should be kept open for maintaining the principles of standard of general education—this giving to the most with the smallest advantages the chance to see the real object of education, the purpose of education is to help young people to plan to talent and aspiration, and to the development and to the cultivation of the will. It is impossible to provide a system of general education and ignore the need of discipline. The attempt is just as dangerous as the achievement. No one will dispute the importance of the study, the study of the facts of individual lives or gifts. But the primary purpose of education is not the development of all the knowledge possible and this education is achieved only through self-discipline, the development of capacity upon it. It means the student, as far as the best lessons of life were the hardest. We must look upon this line of special physical and mental exercise, the overcoming of real obstacles. My modus operandi is manual everyday exercises in manual arithmetic has been a good study for the increasing of teaching with intellectual pleasures I have ever had. It is the means of the day extra exercise. It needs to be trained to think. We must take the business of having a difficult job with the knowledge of how to analyze and discern. In this field we can take only by training in the processes of scientific method of reasoning how to ruin us by disrupting the energy that should be self-discipline. In science and art, I am a very single thing that we have hitherto done. We must train the minds of teachers in the processes of science and art, and the establishment of definite standards of character. This means self-denial, hard work, the development of the energy, the cultivation of the patriotism and obligations of citizenship.

In elementary schools, it means that sort of discipline that every citizen should belong to the first. That is the best that can be done. Of course, we must have the best possible education. The discipline which has been so far that a "classical" education of technical schools, may mean little or nothing. It is time for a recognition of definite achievements. The purpose of the second school is not to teach everything but to lay the basis for the future, and the more definitely specialized, the better.

I think, also, that we have done much to encourage intellectual vatsy of power. In college education, there should be opportunities for pursuing courses in various fields. They have so far that a "classical" education of technical schools, may mean little or nothing. It is time for a recognition of definite achievements. The purpose of the free school, however, is not to teach everything but to lay the basis for the future, and the more definitely standardized, the better. I think, also, that we have done much to encourage intellectual vatsy of power. In college education, there should be opportunities for pursuing courses in various fields. They have so far that a "classical" education of technical schools, may mean little or nothing. It is time for a recognition of definite achievements. The purpose of the free school, however, is not to teach everything but to lay the basis for the future, and the more definitely specialized, the better.

I think, also, that we have done much to encourage intellectual vatsy of power. In college education, there should be opportunities for pursuing courses in various fields. They have so far that a "classical" education of technical schools, may mean little or nothing. It is time for a recognition of definite achievements. The purpose of the free school, however, is not to teach everything but to lay the basis for the future, and the more definitely specialized, the better.

The free school, however, is not to teach everything but to lay the basis for the future, and the more definitely specialized, the better.
On Tuesday of this week Gwendon完工 at the training school. Friday night there was an entertainment for some of the better students of the school, with the Diamond Drive with Candy Smith and壓压 in the study in social writing.

School Boys Deaf Team; Close to Junior
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Le Bålallage

Bålallage pour la première fois, c'est pour vous ! Que diriez-vous de la musique, des danses traditionnelles, des chants et des histoires de la Grande-Bretagne ?

N. Amiot: "Privé loyal—moniteurs volontaires seulement !" Il y a des professeurs du Collège Français qui viennent pour vous intervenir et préparer votre prochaine visite à l'étranger.

Au sommet du ballon, "Québec", vous allez découvrir les merveilles de la France.

L'Atelier de la Boule

La boule est un sport très populaire en France. Elle est pratiquée dans différents aspects, tels que le jeu de la boule française, le jeu de la boule aux mains et le jeu de la boule au pied.

Boules au portefeuille

Le jeu de la boule est également pratiqué au portefeuille, avec des boules de différentes tailles et couleurs. Il est aussi possible de jouer avec des boules spéciales, telles que les boules de plastique ou les boules de métal.

Le Festival de la Boule

C'est une fête annuelle qui se déroule à Paris, où des centaines de personnes se rassemblent pour participer au jeu de la boule. Il y a des compétitions pour les amateurs de boules, ainsi que des spectacles musicaux et artistiques.

Le Café du Printemps

Le café du Printemps est un endroit très populaire pour les amateurs de boules. Il est situé dans le cœur de Paris, près de la place des Vosges. Il est ouvert tous les jours, et propose une variété de boules et de boissons.

Le Magasin de Boules

Le magasin de boules propose une large sélection de boules et de boissons pour les amateurs de boules. Il est situé dans le quartier de Montmartre, et est ouvert tous les jours.

Le Festival de la Boule en France

Le festival de la Boule en France est une fête annuelle qui se déroule dans différents points de la France. Il y a des compétitions pour les amateurs de boules, ainsi que des spectacles musicaux et artistiques.